CHAPTER NINE
9/11 AS SCHMALTZ-ATTRACTOR:
A CODA ON THE SIGNIFICANCE OF “KITSCH”
C. E. EMMER

You’ll be like the next Van Gogh
With your own little style
And your own little smile
And your own little way of dressing
Messing up everybody that tries to categorize you
[…]
And all those teams
That you’re trying to not be a part of
Only for the art love
[…]
You there!
With your horn-rimmed glasses
Your ironic tee-shirt
And your asymmetrical bird-like haircut
Don’t get too involved in wearing your uniform.
Just be natural.
Loosen up your vintage jeans a bit.
1
––Zano, from “Ass Birth”
When the rapture comes atheists will steal your Hummel figurines.
2
––James DiGiovanna

As the present anthology amply demonstrates, the term “kitsch” invites
contention. Competitors in high-culture turf wars have often kept the term
“kitsch” in special reserve for use in their internecine salvos. The
superiority and disapproval usually taken to be at the heart of its meaning
make its use fraught with the tensions inherent to issues of class, status,
and the maintenance of one’s reputation. Most people certainly would not
like to see the term “kitsch” in its usual sense applied to music, movies, or
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images that they believe are good. What makes matters worse is the fact
that this term, like many terms in the humanities, is—to be honest—at best
a provisional tool not merely open to revision but also inviting or even
requiring revision, adjustment, and re-thinking. But no matter how many
revisions the use of the term “kitsch” undergoes, it almost always carries
at least some mark of its original pejorative thrust.3
Much of what could be said about the obstacles to arriving at any sort
of stability or certainty about the term “kitsch” could be said of numerous
other terms, such as “beauty,” “genius,” “taste,” or the “sublime.” 4 In
addition, the term “kitsch”—along with similarly slippery terms—
becomes even more difficult to track because it is an item of culture,
which means that it is for that very reason always open to co-option,
disguise, re-use, and self-referentiality. Examples of the artistic realization
of these possibilities have been discussed, inter alia, in Gillo Dorfles’
well-known anthology on kitsch in relation to the fine arts, but given the
advent of Pop Art and its descendants (not to mention the much earlier
Cubist pastiche or Dadaist collage pieces), examples and discussions of
the phenomenon are not hard to find.5
The energy spent in defending the lines around such terms is as well
attested in pop culture as it is in the art world. The journalist and music
writer Carl Wilson, in his book about the extremely popular singer Céline
Dion, Let’s Talk About Love: A Journey to the End of Taste—a book he
refers to as itself “an experiment in taste”—discusses the traditional oneupmanship of fans and rock critics: in high school one might define
oneself by rejecting “teenybopper pap,” or by declaring that “only hippies
like that band,” whereas a rock critic can find an identity in a “belief that
‘difficult’ music can shake up perceptions, push us past habitual limits” or
by searching for the presence of a particular “sonic innovation, verbal
inventiveness, social criticism, rough exuberance, [or] erotic charge.”6 On
the other hand, Wilson himself foregrounds the ways in which the
entrenched “rock” vs. “pop” wars of the 1980s have been replaced to a
degree by a new eclecticism among critics as well as fans—“the outcome
of many cycles of revisionism: one way a critic often can get noticed is by
arguing that some music everyone has trashed is in fact genius.”7 He is
nonetheless painfully aware of the ways in which such passionately
defended distinctions between genres resist being eliminated, even in
someone who honestly struggles for such a change within his own person.8
That conflict between an open eclecticism and a resistance to “the
relativistic rabbit hole” motivates his entire book.9
The very fact that the Continuum “33⅓” book series in which Wilson’s
book appeared (a series usually devoted to the rock canon and cult albums
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such as Bruce Springsteen’s Born in the USA, Joy Division’s Unknown
Pleasures, and Captain Beefheart’s Trout Mask Replica) had added a book
on Céline Dion brought about a miniature commotion. The commotion
itself depended upon a perception that the rock-and-roll canon had been
violated.10 The epigraphs which open this chapter are an attempt to capture
the tension between, on the one hand, an open eclecticism (the mark of a
presumably “free” postmodern age) and, on the other, a recognition that
not all distinctions and divisions have in fact evaporated: Zano Bathroom’s
warning that one should not lose oneself in the fight to maintain one’s
coolness is met by a quip from James DiGiovanna which depends upon a
perception of the unavoidable (if also heavily financed and somewhat
manufactured) rifts in American culture.
The energy devoted to maintaining the borders around these
classifications of genre can be partially explained by the fact that, in
practice, the distinction between description and evaluation is often
ignored when fans of a particular genre equate a cultural item’s belonging
to that genre with its being good. This often-seen slide or total collapse of
description into evaluation encourages the fans of a genre to denigrate at
least some other genres as inferior, on the one hand, and to be very careful
about policing which items are “real” or “authentic” examples of the genre,
on the other. Even though the cultural critic Harold Rosenberg was put off
by any criticism of pop culture which “ducks the question of the quality of
the object it is examining—‘the swampy ground of esthetic dispute,’ as
one expert puts it,”11 everyday fans of country music, punk rock, goth, or
Christian screamo (just to name a few rock music genres and subgenres)
are not about to “duck the question” and are more than happy to state in no
uncertain terms their assessment of the “quality of the object.” As one
detractor of Christian screamo put it, “to each his own unless you’re
dealing with someone who isn’t a relativist, and really hates shitty
music.”12 Granted, Rosenberg was hoping for a disapprobation of popular
culture tout court, not a criticism of one type of popular culture by a fan of
another type; nevertheless, the issue of quality haunts discussions of kitsch
as with perhaps no other genre.
The passion with which fans and detractors police the boundaries of
these terms found violent expression in the so-called “emo wars” which
burst out principally in Mexico (but also to a lesser degree in other Latin
American countries) in the first half of 2008. 13 The first attacks to be
picked up by the press took place in Mexico on the evening of March 7,
2008, in the “quiet colonial capital” of Querétaro, when close to 800 “punk,
metal, goth, and ska” teenagers attacked “emo” teenagers in the main city
square, the Plaza de Armas, where the emos were known to regularly meet.
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The attackers organized through emails and flyers passed out in schools.
The mass attack was broken up by about 100 members of city security,
who detained 22 minors and 7 adults over the course of the evening.
Eventually the group attacks were reproduced in other cities, notably at the
Glorieta de los Insurgentes square in Mexico City. One emo girl,
“Cherry,” explained in an article on the Querétaro attacks that the
teenagers belonging to other groups, such as goths and punks, were angry
with the emos because the emos were understood to be copying stylistic
elements from the other groups and mixing them together. In one Mexican
television news report on the emo wars, one of the teens, when asked why
emos were being targeted, screamed the reply, “Because they’re copying
our styles!”14 Although a number of online commentators speculated that
the attacks were also motivated by a belief that emo males were overly
effeminate (an idea which comes up frequently in online discussions of
emos in the United States as well), it is not insignificant that attackers,
whatever their other motivations may have been, justified the emo wars by
referring to the ‘crime’ of stealing elements of their style or “look.” For, in
a different context, we hear the same complaint from Clement Greenberg
and Umberto Eco when they point to the theft of stylistic elements from
Modernism and fine art generally as essential to kitsch.15
Art world institutions still police the boundaries surrounding fine art—
though not through the use of violent attacks in city squares. “Kitsch” and
its cognates (schmaltz, schlock, sentimentalism, inauthenticity, mass
appeal, decoration, etc.) remain as a resource for the border guards, even
now, in an art world expressing a presumably free-for-all postmodern age.
When the popular realist painter Andrew Wyeth died three years ago at the
age of 91, the New York Times art critic Michael Kimmelman utilized his
Wyeth obituary to highlight the still-existing battle-lines revealed by
Wyeth’s place in our culture:
Because of his popularity, a bad sign to many art world insiders, Wyeth
came to represent middle-class values and ideals that modernism claimed
to reject, so that arguments about his work extended beyond painting to
societal splits along class, geographical and educational lines. […]
Bucking the liberal art establishment, and making a fortune in the process,
allowed him to play a familiar American role: the free-thinking
individualist who at the same time represented the vox populi. A favorite
saying of his was: “What you have to do is break all the rules.” And as
bohemianism itself became institutionalized, Wyeth encapsulated the
artistic conservatives’ paradoxical idea of cultural disobedience through
16
traditional behavior.
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Thomas Kinkade, the self-proclaimed Painter of Light™, famous for his
painted images of cozy Christian cottages and waving American flags, and
seen by some as the king of kitsch, has carved out an identity which takes
advantage of the same role of bucking the art world establishment, as
Monica Kjellman-Chapin has documented.17 Kinkade, however, can play
his role with even greater effectiveness, since he has attained a popularity
much greater than Wyeth’s—indeed, due to his popularity, and the
ubiquity with which his “brand” has penetrated the national culture,
Kinkade has reputedly become the richest artist in the United States.

Responses to 9/11
Rosenberg asserted outright that American culture itself simply is kitsch:
“Kitsch is the daily art of our time, as the vase or the hymn was for earlier
generations. […] In America, kitsch is Nature. The Rocky Mountains have
resembled fake art for a century.”18 Even if one does not wish to go so far
as Rosenberg in declaring that American culture in toto is kitsch, it is
undeniable that the play of forces in United States culture continually
gives rise to repeated debates over “kitsch.” I will now be turning to two
arguably kitschy responses to the horrific terrorist air attacks on the East
Coast of the United States on September 11, 2001 (hereafter referred to, as
is popular custom, as “9/11”) to make the varied attitudes to “kitsch” more
concrete.
The decision to focus on works responding to 9/11 may at first seem
forced or overly casual, but there are good reasons for this focus. Given
that the shocking attacks of 9/11 had such a deep impact on United States
culture, particularly in relation to nationalism, patriotism, political and
religious identity, and narratives of American innocence—all notorious
attractors of “kitsch” culture—it is no surprise that 9/11, too, has been the
focus of numerous disputes involving questions of authenticity, irony,
beauty, and kitsch. In addition, the events of 9/11 were so emotional and
were debated with such energy and attention that almost any piece of
culture whatsoever even mentioning 9/11 was bound to receive repeated
commentary. This means that debates surrounding the “kitschiness” of
responses to 9/11 leave behind an especially detailed record of reactions
and counter-reactions, a rich fund of evidence not usually available
regarding other instances of kitsch. What is more, focusing on merely two
works related to a single event reveals the degree to which the numerous
competing attitudes to “kitsch” already arise even within a restricted
compass, and do not require a wide-ranging survey for instantiation. Using
works turning on 9/11 has the added advantage of quickly making the
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often somewhat hidden political implications of kitsch harder to miss.
Finally, looking to these 9/11-related works underscores the extreme
lability which kitsch can have: even here, among those for whom 9/11
meant that all considerations must truck in political certainties, kitsch can
exhibit a surprising shape-shifting quality. I will spend some time
examining these disputes before closing with an outline of the attitudes
towards the term “kitsch” which this chapter has ultimately revealed.
I will be focusing on debates surrounding two responses to 9/11:
Dennis Madalone’s music video, America We Stand as One, and Jenny
Ryan’s sculpture, Soft 9/11, two items which by themselves will provide a
wealth of evidence for attitudes toward the use of the word “kitsch” and
kindred labels. 19 Both received conflicting interpretations and served as
objects of highly contentious evaluation due to their connection to the
attacks of 9/11 and likewise the connections drawn either by their creators
or their interpreters to questions of patriotism, nationalism, heroism,
memorial, and respect for the dead. It goes without saying that there are
many other items which could be discussed simply in relation to 9/11,
particularly the heated debates over what should be built on the site of the
former World Trade Center, but I will not have the space here to discuss
them in any detail.20

Dennis Madalone’s America We Stand as One
America We Stand as One, Dennis Madalone’s 9/11 “rock anthem” music
video, was first released in June 2003, but apparently did not go fully
“viral” until sometime in 2005.21 I myself had only become aware of it
long afterwards, via a 2007 link from Der Spiegel online—Madalone’s
video was one of seven selections in a post on “unbelievably strange
music” under the heading “Megalomania in Pop: Self-Absorption and
Croaking.” The magazine’s blog post introduced America We Stand as
One with this statement:
Driven by bombastic patriotism, Dennis Madalone released this video—
and in so doing raked in the ridicule of the online community. On his
website Madalone particularly emphasizes that he has nothing to do with
22
those “spoofs.”

The mention of “those ‘spoofs’”—presumably referring to the innumerable
snarky send-ups of popular culture available on YouTube, in The Onion,
and elsewhere—points to one of the most fascinating aspects of America
We Stand as One: a performer who was driven by repeated speculation
about his music video to clarify that it was in fact not a parody. 23 The
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suspicion that Madalone’s music video is a spoof rests on a perception of
artistic overkill in the video: a similar, but more recent online compendium
of music videos on the A.V. Club website places the Madalone video with
other ones under the rubric of “Baseball, Apple Pie, and Kicking Your
Fucking Ass: 21 Hilariously Hyperbolic pro America Songs.” 24 Clearly,
the authors of these online compendia believe that America We Stand as
One exemplifies megalomania, bombast, and hyperbole. But does the
music video in fact go overboard? We will have to look at it more closely.
America We Stand as One opens with a shot of a silhouetted figure
(Dennis Madalone) walking on the beach toward the camera. Soft music
plays and progressively increases in volume as the viewer sees a close-up
of Madalone which allows the viewer clear visual access to his “USA” teeshirt, followed by a mid-range shot in which a burst of light appears in the
sky. Three sparks of light travel from the sky through the air to Madalone,
entering him and causing him to briefly glow. Charged with light from
heaven, he begins to sing. The lyrics—reinforced visually by the imagery
of heavenly inspiration, and reinforced soon after by images of angels—
make clear that he is giving voice to heavenly beings, humans who have
passed over to the afterlife. As he sings, “I had to go but it’s OK / You see
I’m with you in a different way,” the viewer sees a cluster of clothed
human figures who sprout white wings and begin to fly. Judging from
their everyday clothing, the implication is that these are contemporaries
who have entered the afterlife.
With this, the chorus at the heart of the song begins: “USA …
America … We stand as one […] And you must carry on.” As Madalone
sings “USA,” the screen shows Madalone from above, standing on the
beach, as a wave washes in, the water rising up to his knees and filling
most of the screen. Superimposed upon the wave, however, is the image of
an American flag, so that the screen fills with a liquid flag, and Madalone
is engulfed by it. After a short close-up on Madalone, the next shot,
displayed while the chorus still unfolds, is emblematic of the music
video’s characteristic semiotic redundancy: atop a large rock in the ocean
just off the beach stands Madalone, holding an American flag in his hand
as the wind blows; meanwhile, above him, surrounded by thin rays of light,
floats a cloud in which can be seen the moving image of two pairs of
clutching hands while a ghostly Statue of Liberty stands on the
neighboring ocean rock (Fig. 9-1).
Over the course of the video, in addition to numerous children and
more angels, we see many more patriotic symbols: more flags, two flying
eagles, and Mount Rushmore. The music video also presents many images
of firefighters, police, and military personnel—usually depicted in
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clouds—who have presumably passed into the afterlife and to whom the
song is clearly intended to give voice. As the chorus is repeated a second
time, we hear the additional words which close the song: “America …
America … We are so strong / good and beautiful. America.” In the final
shot, we see the three heavenly sparks of light depart from Madalone.25
Their message has been delivered: the heroic American dead are still
watching over us, and we living Americans who remain must continue, in
unity, on our way.
This description of the music video omits the charitable mission
wedded to it. Anyone encouraged by the music video to visit its official
website will have the opportunity there to donate to an array of charitable
causes. Initially, the charities were explicitly connected to those who
suffered from the attacks at the World Trade Center, such as the
Uniformed Firefighters Association Widows and Children Fund, but, as
the attacks have receded in time, other charities, such as the Autism
Society of America, St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital, and the MakeA-Wish Foundation of America have been added. The manner of donating
has apparently also evolved; initially, Madalone passed along donations
which were physically sent to him, but he now encourages people to
donate directly to the charities themselves. Madalone is also very open to
the idea that his music video will inspire people to donate to charities other
than the ones listed on his website.26
In addition, Madalone will send a free copy of the America We Stand
as One CD single or music video DVD to anyone who writes to him at the
address provided on the official website; in effect, Madalone performs the
charitable act of donating the comforting message of his song to anyone
who asks. According to a 2004 front-page story on Madalone and the
music video for the Tolucan Times, Madalone had been invited to perform
at a re-dedication ceremony for the Bob Hope Hollywood USO at Los
Angeles International Airport and had at that time already given away
8,000 DVDs and CDs, among which were ones distributed to 400 families
of firefighters who had died “on 9/11 and since 1980.” 27 When asked,
Madalone was unable to approximate how much money had been raised
for charity, but he did emphasize that he had passed on any money sent to
him to the appropriate organizations. 28 Judged as a means of inspiring
charitable donations, at any rate, Madalone’s video seems to be a success.
And, regardless of whether viewers chose to donate to a charity, the music
video attracted many, many viewers. During its “viral” stage, America We
Stand as One was repeatedly referred to as one of the most-viewed music
videos on the internet.29
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Fig. 9-1. Images from Dennis Madalone’s 9/11-inspired “New American Rock
Anthem,” America We Stand as One, 2003. Reproduced courtesy of the artist and
www.americawestandasone.com.
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America We Stand as One was certainly marked as kitsch from
numerous quarters. Of course, it is not always referred to explicitly as
“kitsch” by its detractors. Though the Spiegel online post referred to it as
“bombastic patriotism,” and the A.V. Club post cited earlier referred to the
music video’s “bludgeoning patriotic imagery that seeks to prove that
there is no object over which you cannot drape, wave, or superimpose Old
Glory,” and asked, “why bother making your anthem original or even
coherent when you can simply rely on stock footage of soaring eagles and
lots of fist-clenching emoting?” in asserting the music video’s excessive
emotion and patriotic overkill, neither applies the word “kitsch.”
Nevertheless, the music video features many elements often understood to
be kitschy: sentimentality, smiling children, angels, American flags, and
an indifference to the possibility of excess.
Understandably, explicit references to kitsch in discussions of the
music video elsewhere are not hard to find. A 2005 post on America We
Stand as One for the critical religion blog, The Revealer, for example,
classifies the video as an exceptional case of “religious kitsch”:
Religious kitsch is a fact of life for religion writers, and after awhile [sic]
the wobbly pope dolls and the wind up nun who spits sparks and the neon
psychedelic Jesus get pretty old. It is especially rare to find a work of
religious Americana, combining flag and Bible, that has anything new to
offer. But [America We Stand As One] is, as we are fond of saying of our
favorite religious writing, the Word made strange and the word here is
30
“Corny.” Transcendently corny, cheese so pungent it redeems.

An interview with Madalone later in the same month also referred to the
music video as “kitsch” and “Ground Zero cheese.”31 A 2006 Salon.com
“Video Dog” post on America We Stand as One (a post classifying it as
“comedy”) notes that, although “there’s been speculation that the whole
song is a spoof of post-9/11 kitsch,” Madalone’s video is not meant as a
joke—a remark which implies that, since it is not a spoof of post-9/11
kitsch, it is simply straightforward post-9/11 kitsch.32 More recently, the
music video found a home on the French-language Kitsch Video blog,
dedicated to videos which are “kitschy, corny, ridiculous, and … very
kitschy!” The blog entry introduces Madalone’s music video with the
question, “Ever wondered what concentrated patriotic clichés, really cheap
special effects, and a total absence of self-awareness would be like?”33
Most interpretations of the music video fall into one of three types:
either one
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a.) takes the video as it was intended and finds the video and its message
touching, moving, and comforting, even spiritual;
b.) believes the video to be made with all sincerity, but finds its many flags,
angels, and even its very sincerity to cross over into bombast, overkill, and
therefore mawkish sentiment and, ergo, kitsch; or
c.) takes the whole thing to be an intentional farce, a satire meant to attack
patriotic overkill itself.

There is certainly plenty of evidence that many people followed the first
path: the simpler, comforting, and inspirational one. When I contacted
Madalone by email, he forwarded to me numerous fan emails, the very day
he received them. The implication was clear: years after originally
releasing the music video, he still receives, on a daily basis, message after
message from those who took it exactly as he intended it. On the phone,
Madalone underscored that he has received thousands of similar messages
from fans who were clearly touched and inspired by the video and its
message of comfort and courage from the afterlife.
Given that Madalone continuously receives messages of this sort, it is
not hard to see why he might be so baffled by the questions the video
raises in the minds of many viewers. Time and time again, Madalone has
been told in no uncertain terms that his viewers “got” his message. If we
remember, however, that this first understanding of his video was only one
of three competing interpretations, the first interpretation implies a
premise that might not be immediately obvious (more on that below).
While many took Madalone’s sincerity for granted, it is also clear that
many other viewers suspected that the music video was a deployment of
the mawkish and semiotic redundancy of kitsch as an ironic retort to the
excessive displays of sentimentality and patriotism in the wake of the 9/11
attacks.
Both of the other two basic interpretations of America We Stand as
One turn on the idea that some line has been crossed—that the video
simply goes too far in piling on patriotic, religious, and emotional symbols.
Where the two remaining interpretations differ is on the question of
whether this having gone overboard is intentional or not. For those who do
not take the video to be a parody, clearly, the maximum has been passed
unintentionally, though that unintentionality does not rescue it from being
labeled kitsch, whereas for those who take the video to be a spoof, the line
was crossed on purpose. What sort of reaction the video elicits on these
critical interpretations will depend upon additional factors, such as
whether one takes this particular religio-patriotic overkill to be disgusting,
frightening, funny, or some combination thereof. Some who saw the video
as unintentionally funny thought that it was obviously in bad taste, but
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found that its sincerity compensated and made it simultaneously somewhat
endearing.34
Perhaps most interesting are those who took the music video to be an
intentional parody, and who therefore took offense. In at least one case, a
viewer stated his own disgust at the idea that someone could parody
patriotism; a commenter to the Salon entry reported that he had sent the
following email to Madalone:
I think your “America: We Stand As One” video really undermines the
heroic efforts of the police, fireman and paramedics that were involved in
the 9/11 incident.
Furthermore, it can only bring down the morale of our troops who are
fighting so hard for freedom in Iraq. This kind of satire is fine for the TV
and those of us with a “different” sense of humor, but most of us are just
regular, god fearing, red blooded Americans and I think I speak for the
majority when I say that your inappropriate and sarcastic video is not
welcome.
If you’re going to poke fun at this great country of ours, why not find
something we can all universally agree on during these difficult times.
Using images of angels, firemen, children and the spirit of post 9/11
America is no way to promote your tongue in cheek, liberal slant.
We stand as one, indeed. God bless America.
Regards,
35
Anonymous

The commenter reports that Madalone responded with the following
remark: “Dear Mark: Our song brings words of comfort and faith to
believe that all our loved are still with us. Please believe. Love and hope,
Dennis Madalone and my family.” Mark (the commenter) sums up:
“Unintentional satire at its best. This is one of my favourite internet
phenoms of all time. [Having read Madalone’s reply,] I was sold on the
sincerity of the video.” Madalone’s sincere reply changed Mark’s
interpretation from that of intended to that of unintended satire. Judging
from Mark’s targeting of ‘tongue-in-cheek, liberal’ irony as the source of
(what he took to be) a disgusting satire of American patriotism, and his
self-identification as a “red-blooded American,” we may surmise that
Mark sees himself as a defender of not only conservative values, but also
of limits on the number of flags one should be allowed to pack into a
music video.36
Given the two interpretations of the music video which turn on the idea
that America We Stand as One has crossed some upper threshold, the
interpretation that assumes the song and video to be touchingly and
spiritually comforting and sincere implies that there simply is no upper
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limit for how many patriotic, religious, and emotional symbols one should
pack into a single music video—or, to be more fair, that America We
Stand as One does not cross that line, that this particular music video’s
piling on of patriotic, religious, and emotional symbols, and the specific
way in which it presents them, is not jarring or excessive in any way.
This oblivion to the presumed excess requisite to the other two,
comparatively “critical,” interpretations lends some plausibility to the
complaint of some kitschographers that the kitsch attitude is one which
fastens on a cultural item’s symbols or stylistic elements with disregard to
the manner in which they are presented. The claim is that, in many pieces
of kitsch, the mere presence of certain symbols or references is understood
to be enough to satisfy the intended viewer, irrespective of how they are
combined, how many there are, how they are arranged, or the care with
which they are presented. This is a common thread running through
Clement Greenberg’s “Avant-Garde and Kitsch,” Umberto Eco’s “The
Structure of Bad Taste,” Tomas Kulka’s Kitsch and Art, and Marita
Sturken’s Tourists of History, whatever their individual differences may be
(and there are many). To put it in other terms, the functional elements of
much kitsch are not primarily aesthetic: on some level, much kitsch uses
simple symbolic triggers to carry out its task, with an apparent disregard
for the aesthetic dimensions of the work. It brings to mind the character
Florentino Ariza in Gabriel García Márquez’s novel, Love in the Time of
Cholera, a man who devoured romantic novels and poems but who could
not judge them critically, precisely because for him their only purpose was
to allow him to project his own romantic emotions onto their narratives.37
Referring to a similar case of content as all-important in such symbolic
triggers, Sturken writes of how teddy bears in the United States have
almost become automatic tokens for quickly providing comfort:
No context of loss seems to be complete today without teddy bears with
particular insignia. […] The ubiquity of teddy bears as a response to the
[Oklahoma City] bombing […] also demonstrates a particular kind of ease
with teddy bears as symbols of reassurance, circulating as easily through
38
the world of adults as of children.

Similarly, Madalone’s music video, which he explicitly intended to
comfort and inspire, trades on well-worn signifiers of comfort and
inspiration. Those who find fault with the music video do not necessarily
question the functions of comforting and inspiring (though some do);
rather, they do not believe that those functions take precedence over all
other considerations.39 In other words, the complaint is with the idea that
all that matters is the comforting message and the fact that the comforting
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message has been stated, and not how it is said. The belief that the
message trumps all other considerations is a weakness that has been
pointed out—by conservative, liberal, and Marxist kitschographers alike—
in much political art. The implication of these critiques (whatever the
political perspective on which they rest) is that inserting a political or other
message into a work of art does not make the artistic task easier, but in fact
makes it more difficult, particularly in art forms which cannot as easily
take advantage of linguistic and narrative devices, such as traditionally
understood painting and sculpture. In the case of Madalone’s music video,
which—given that it contains a song and unfolds over time—clearly does
have linguistic and narrative resources, those resources are merely used as
a tool for multiplying simple patriotic and religious cues.
In my communications with Madalone, I was particularly struck by his
seeming unwillingness to consider—or perhaps even inability to
comprehend?—the other two interpretations of his work, interpretations
which, from his perspective, would be misinterpretations. He clearly
seems deeply invested in the spiritual message and wider charitable project
of his music video––he speaks, for instance, of the “family” of new friends
his interactions with fans has engendered––and so it is possible that
Madalone’s reluctance to discuss critical interpretations of his music video
rests simply on the diplomacy required of a spokesperson for a charity, but
I suspect there may be more to it than merely an attempt to appeal to the
widest base of donors.
Madalone’s music video seemingly comes from an attitude of
complete sincerity, and therein lies the rub: as with the rhapsode Ion
interviewed by Socrates in Plato’s dialog named after him, it is that
sincerity, particularly as it is backed up by a claim to divine inspiration (or
“enthusiasm”), that seems to make the conduit unable to take a reflective
stance toward the message that he is carrying or, more importantly, how he
carries it. One might justifiably counter that in fact hardly any songs are
composed in a frenzy of divine possession or enthusiasm (Horace speaks
in the Ars poetica, for example, of the poet, like a hard-working
blacksmith, methodically hammering out defective lines), but the genesis
account of Madalone’s America We Stand as One goes in the opposite
direction:
When Dennis [Madalone] first sang the song, the words just flowed. He
started to cry, his dog, Honey Honey, started to howl, and then his wife,
Linda, started to cry. Dennis knew immediately in his heart that he had
been the instrument for this special message, and that the words were
40
“words from heaven.”
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Madalone described essentially the same scenario in his interview with
John Gorenfeld, expanding,
Out of nowhere these lyrics kept ripping through my mind. […] We knew
that these words needed to be heard. I try to stay true to the words. I never
claim that I wrote the song. I don’t mean that I’m a spiritual guru. But
41
these words came from heaven, not New Jersey.

Whatever serious limits Plato’s divine inspiration model may have as the
default model for poetic composition, it certainly matches the birth story
Madalone provides for America We Stand as One.
Madalone presents himself—and seems to perceive himself—as a
conduit for a wellspring of sincere emotionality; thus, when questioned
about critical or negative responses, he invariably, perhaps inevitably,
cannot explicitly admit that such “misreadings” occur, and turns the
discussion instead towards the many positive responses he has received
and continues to receive.42 In the Gorenfeld interview, when pushed about
people taking his music video to be a joke, Madalone baldly stated: “If
anyone doesn’t like America they’re not going to like the video. If anyone
doesn’t like their loved ones, they’re not going to like the video.” 43
Madalone seems unable to separate an unfavorable appraisal of the video
as an aesthetic and artistic work from a hatred of the United States or the
heroic American dead for whom he takes himself to be speaking. As for
those who took the music video to be a parody, he says in the same
interview:
I can’t imagine anyone alone in the room when they look in the mirror
when they look in the video if they think that this is not being sincere than
they’re not looking in the mirror. Look at the words. Look at the kids.
Look at the firemen. Look at the angels. It’s sincere. When people are
alone they won’t be chucklin’. All they have to do is think of their loved
44
ones that passed away [sic].

Despite the music video’s almost indistinguishable visual similarity to
military recruitment advertising and election-season television spots such
as Reagan’s “Morning in America” campaign, Madalone seems unable to
or refuses to comprehend how someone could garner the impression that it
contains a pro-war message or that it means to say that America is
“number one,” citing as evidence the complete absence of weapons.45 In
the immediate post-9/11 climate, when American flags emblazoned
virtually every surface and object, the cartoonist Art Spiegelman wondered
if it would possible to respond in some manner other than adding yet
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another flag: “Why not a globe?”46 This is the one point where Madalone
seems to have some appreciation for the questions his music video raises
for many viewers: upon reflection, he admitted that if he were to change
one thing about the music video, it would be to add a final scene in which
the flags of the world, held aloft by children, blend into a single flag.47
A number of aspects of Dennis Madalone’s America We Stand as One
music video and the reactions to it come to the fore in the context of the
present discussion. One is that, given the great amount of attention the
music video received, one need not merely speculate as to the reactions
many people might have. The presence of the internet and the consequent
ease with which people can post comments, leave remarks, and write blog
entries means that a rich record of evaluations and reactions has been left
behind. While many found the video to be inspiring and comforting, many
others wondered out loud whether the whole thing was a “spoof.” In fact,
as has been shown, Madalone was directly attacked for “undermin[ing] the
heroic efforts of the police, fireman and paramedics that were involved in
the 9/11 incident” and “bring[ing] down the morale of our troops who are
fighting so hard for freedom in Iraq.” The music video, seemingly an
undeniable avatar of kitsch, manifested itself to some as a parodic
spectacle aimed at patriotic kitsch or, more troublingly for others, the
height of poisonous, “liberal” irony and sarcasm—and therefore an
outright attack on patriotism itself. In addition, Madalone’s music video—
unlike many of the items displayed in compendia of kitsch—was not
product of an anonymous process; its creator was not only known and
alive, but extremely open to communication. The fact that so many of the
reactions to the music video included speculations that the video was a
joke or parody led those who interviewed Madalone to press him on this
point. Madalone’s perplexed or even somewhat touchy responses to these
questions suggest that in some cases “kitschy” items arise out of a worldview incommensurable with other perspectives, those which involve—as
comment thread poster “Mark” put it, “a ‘different’ sense of humor.”
As shall become clear when we turn to the second arguably kitschy
work under consideration, even the comparatively small compass of 9/11
memorabilia and tributes is more than enough space to establish the
various attitudes toward “kitsch” at issue here. Granted, this second work
arises within a different community: not a world of monolithically
sentimental, religious patriotism, but instead a world of hip, omnivorous
sci-fi novelists, graphic artists, steampunks, and Japanese culture
enthusiasts. And yet this audience will fall into debates over interpretation,
sincerity, patriotism, and the limits of taste at times strikingly similar to
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the debates we saw rise up over Dennis Madalone’s unashamedly patriotic
music video.

Jenny Ryan’s Soft 9/11
Jenny Ryan’s small sculpture, Soft 9/11 (Fig. 9-2), provides a vivid
example not merely of the intensity of the feelings and reactions which
artwork visibly connected to 9/11 can still arouse, seven years after the
attacks took place, but also of the variety of interpretations—and therefore
reactions—which a single “kitschy” object can support. Soft 9/11 consists
of a soft felt sculpture, made along the lines of a plush toy or stuffed
animal, of the twin towers of the World Trade Center under attack from
two airplanes (also soft). The two buildings have been anthropomorphized
by the addition of cartoon faces and thin black arms and legs. Each
building is depicted being penetrated by an airplane (complete with United
Airlines and American Airlines logos) while both buildings hold hands.
Ryan explained that she “sewed snaps onto their hands so they are held
together permanently.” One building’s cartoon face displays drooping
eyelids and an extended tongue, indicating that it is feeling ill; the other
building’s cartoon face sports raised eyebrows and an open mouth,
indicating surprise and dismay, as its eyes look upward towards the plane
colliding with its head.
Soft 9/11 was posted to the Boing Boing blog with the following
declaration:
Some might think…Soft 9/11 trivializes a horrible tragedy, but that kind of
knee-jerk reaction prevents them from contemplating this profoundly
48
heartfelt work of art.

The ensuing comment thread included responses from both the original
poster, Mark Frauenfelder (the founder of Boing Boing) and Jenny Ryan.
Although many commenters posted either to simply mark their approval or
disapproval of Soft 9/11, much of the discussion repeatedly circled around
and returned to the question of how to interpret the piece and the artist’s
intentions in making it. In this way, the debate around Soft 9/11 bears
some resemblance to that surrounding Madalone’s America We Stand as
One. Another similarity between the two debates is that the work was
almost immediately placed within the field of “kitsch”: the very first
comment in the thread on Soft 9/11 asks, “How is the kitsch [9/11]
commemorative coin you link to [in the caption] any more crass and
exploitative than this?” Continuing this consideration of cuteness,
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sentimentality, and patriotism, another commenter remarks that “there is
an odd sort of comfort to be had in humour, no matter how dark or how
kitsch,” whereas a third refers to the original sketch from which the
sculpture was made as “exploitive kitsch [created] for shock value.”
Finally, in the back-and-forth over the proper interpretation of the work,
there is another similarity with the debate surrounding Madalone’s music
video, for there is evidence that, presented with an explanation of an
alternative interpretation, some people may change their interpretation of a
work and thereby their evaluation of it. Most of those who took issue with
the sculpture as inappropriate on some level saw it as expressing a cynical
attitude, “trivializ[ing] a horrible tragedy,” as Frauenfelder feared a “kneejerk reaction” would produce.

Fig. 9-2. Jenny Ryan, Soft 9/11, 2008. Plush toy sculpture made by Jenny Ryan
based on a design by Johnny Ryan; original image posted to Boing Boing website
on Dec. 10, 2008 by Mark Frauenfelder. Reproduced with the permission of Jenny
and Johnny Ryan.

Given that reactions to Soft 9/11 revolve so doggedly around questions
of interpretation and the relationship between its interpretation and the
artist’s intention, it functions as a kind of virtual set piece, laying out as if
on cue the core issues of critical engagement with art and artists. Certainly
the main positions are staked out straight away and dominate the ensuing
discussion:
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a) the artist’s intention was to make a “profoundly heartfelt work,” and the
“cute” elements are to be taken as providing needed comfort;
b) the “cute” treatment, given the horror of the 9/11 attacks, is a Trojan
horse for a cynical, mocking attitude on the part of the artist, who is crafty
in both senses of the term; and
c) the artist intended it to be an ambivalent or multivalent work, expressing
both comfort and critique.

If one took the second reading, there was also the question of whether the
target of the artist’s attack was the “horrible tragedy” itself or simply the
“crass exploitative garbage” meant to turn a quick profit in the aftermath
of the attacks by capitalizing on people’s need for comfort and tangible
“souvenirs” of the tragedy through familiar and non-threatening vehicles
such as plush toys. At the same time, another debate raged over whether
the work had a privileged reading at all, or whether one had to settle for a
multiplicity of equally valid subjective responses.
Both Frauenfelder and Ryan implied that the work had an intentional
ambivalence—a position from which it would be difficult to directly
invalidate critical reactions, though several of their comments seem to
invite the reading that the work is indeed an attack on “exploitative
garbage” (and thus, presumably, not sweet and comforting), or that the
work is meant to move between different emotional registers. Over the
course of a number of comments Ryan wrote:
These were made as a piece of art and are not for sale...unlike the 9/11 hair
scrunchies[.] However several folks […] have been begging us to make
these to sell, which just underlines my whole point in making the dolls.
Yes I think they are funny AND cute … but that doesn’t change the fact
that these crafty cutesy dolls are, I think, a not too far off expansion of the
ghoulish kind of capitalism that is already going on at Ground Zero. I was
thinking of items like patriotic Beanie Babies and Bald Eagles with tear
filled eyes as I stitched them. … There is something funny about them for
sure. But I hope you can see that I intended something a bit more with
49
these. Maybe I didn’t achieve it, but it works for me.

Ryan makes clear that she intends the work to have a critical
component; she sets her sights on the “ghoulish capitalism” generating
profits out of 9/11. It is difficult, however, when confronted with Soft 9/11,
to reconcile the cutesy, seemingly irreverent treatment of 9/11 with a
comforting, therapeutic intention, and raises the thorny issue of taste’s role
in interpretation.
When discussing presumably “kitschy” items, and even more so when
discussing the attitudes supporting and surrounding them, one always
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faces the danger that one has simply equated one’s own preferences with
those the rest of the world should have. A corollary danger is that one then
expands upon the global projection of one’s own preferences by attributing
imaginary attitudes to imaginary consumers of kitsch to whom one
imagines oneself to be superior. 50 Having reviewed the debates
surrounding Madalone’s America We Stand as One and Ryan’s Soft 9/11,
however, one can appreciate a signal advantage provided by the internet:
even though Frauenfelder’s Boing Boing post and its comments thread are
not a controlled survey, and even though commenters are not guaranteed
to post what they actually feel, their comments are certainly not imaginary
responses from imaginary viewers thought up by a speculating armchair
theorist. Similar considerations apply to the online discussions of
Madalone’s America We Stand as One. Whatever faults may be found in
my own speculations on the deeper import of these reactions, or the
reliability of the reactions themselves, they are speculations drawing upon
actually existing reactions. Nevertheless, having performed a brief review
of the discussions surrounding merely these two responses to 9/11, we are
already well positioned to turn to an outline of the reigning attitudes to
using the term, “kitsch.”

Four Competing Attitudes toward Kitsch
Where, then, do all of these considerations bring us? At the present time,
there seem to be at least four concurrent attitudes toward the use of the
word “kitsch”; I will quickly spell them out before discussing them in
more detail below. The term “kitsch” is often understood to express or
embody:
1.) a legitimate term of disapproval, critique, or abuse
2.) an illegitimate, empirically ungrounded abusive term
3.) an ironic, condescending enjoyment of the badness of bad taste, similar
to some forms of camp
4.) a light-hearted enjoyment of cute or exotic cultural snacks, in defiance
of their reputed low nutritional value

By no means should this list be taken as exhaustive, but rather a sampling
or distillation of the possible attitudes one might have or that people have
actually taken. My contention here is merely that these are the attitudes
that one encounters most often, and that these four basic attitudes to the
term “kitsch” are all currently in play—they are all co-existing and living
attitudes. In retrospect, I believe that it will become clear that the various,
at times seemingly chaotic, reactions we saw to Madalone’s America We
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Stand as One and Jenny Ryan’s Soft 9/11 all take one or the other of these
four attitudes for granted.
Before discussing those four attitudes to the use of the word “kitsch,” it
will be necessary to briefly discuss what might be called “simple,” “singleorder,” or “first-level” kitsch.51 With these terms I am trying to point to the
phenomenon of someone enjoying an ostensibly “kitschy” object for its
own sake. If we think of a Thomas Kinkade painting of a cozy cottage
scene, the Precious Moments Chapel in Carthage, Missouri, or the
America We Stand as One music video, for that matter, and consider the
person who genuinely enjoys these things as sincere, inspiring, heartwarming sources of comfort (in other words, takes them to be good for
their face-value, presumably or ostensibly intended effects), then we have
the “single-order” appreciation of kitsch I have in mind. The thing to
notice here is that this appreciation is not usually connected to the use of
the word “kitsch.” As I have argued elsewhere, “a person directly enjoying
kitsch would not call it kitsch, but rather beautiful, wonderful, charming,
sweet, nice, or some similar approbative term.”52 The absence of the word
“kitsch” in such cases flows directly from the fact that the word “kitsch”
basically expresses some sort of disapproval, and in the case of “singleorder” kitsch, the person enjoying it does not disapprove. One can go
farther, and note that many who might appreciate kitsch in this “singleorder” fashion aren’t even aware of the word “kitsch” in the first place.
The straightforward enjoyment of “single-order” kitsch does not usually
involve an attitude toward the term, which is why I have not included it in
my list of four basic attitudes, even though, in a certain sense, it is prior to
all of them.

“Kitsch” as a Legitimate Abusive Term
The first of these four basic attitudes to the term “kitsch” takes it to be a
legitimate abusive term for that which is considered excessive, overly
sentimental, or in bad taste.53 This use of the term is the most intuitive.
What might pass unnoticed is that the use of “kitsch” as a term of abuse
can come from many possible stances; these world views can sometimes
be diametrically opposed, such as liberal or leftist disdain for ideologically
suspect sentimentalia as over against an elitist, conservative disdain for
cultural products that do not rest on the “classics,” exhibit the traditional
acculturation, or exhibit a connection to “eternal” values.54 Even though
the use of “kitsch” as a critical term can rest on a multitude of different
assumptions, there have been times or at least sub-cultures in which some
meeting-ground has been found, albeit perhaps only temporarily. Reading
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the transcripts of a 1990 symposium on kitsch in a special issue of
Salmagundi, for example, there is a sense in spite of disagreements that the
symposium does have a common referent which rests on the critical
attitude in question here, though that impression could be the effect of the
fact that the members of the panel had all been provided with a common
“packet of selected readings.” 55 So much, then, for “kitsch” seen as a
legitimate abusive term or tool of critique. This is the use of the term that
comes most easily to the lips and is the easiest to find. The debates
surrounding Madalone’s America We Stand as One and Ryan’s Soft 9/11,
at any rate, show that this use is still a living option. Given that this use of
the term “kitsch” has also come under fire, however, let us turn to that
critique.

“Kitsch” as an Illegitimate, Empirically Ungrounded,
Abusive Term
Some take “kitsch” to be an illegitimate, empirically ungrounded term
used to enforce social hierarchy. The sociologist David Halle captures
much of this view in his entry on “highbrow/lowbrow” for The Blackwell
Encyclopedia of Sociology, since a great deal of the traditional impetus for
the use of “kitsch” as a critical term has rested on an assumption of the
superiority of “high culture” over popular culture:
As a college degree became increasingly normal [in the United States] this
education gap [between an educated elite and the rest of the population]
has faded, and so has the plausibility of maintaining that there are two
radically different cultures. […] [I]n the late 1950s and early 1960s[,]
researchers, especially sociologists, undertook empirical studies of
“popular/lowbrow” culture and of the associated audience. These studies
often challenged, on empirical grounds, the earlier claims that the products
of “popular/lowbrow” culture were of little or no aesthetic value and were
experienced by the audience in an uncreative and unimaginative way. [A
later stage] took the debates in a more radical turn, upending earlier
aesthetic evaluations and arguing that “popular/lowbrow” culture is, in
some respects at least, aesthetically superior to “high/highbrow culture.”
[E.g., “lowbrow” buildings such as casinos often communicate their
particular function better than “anonymous” “highbrow” glass boxes.]56

Halle cites Pop Art and the influence of Pierre Bourdieu as forces which
question the illegitimacy of popular culture or which unmask pretentions
of “high culture” as a veil for “struggles for power.” He ends his article
with a discussion of the final, present stage in the debate, according to
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which the very distinction between “highbrow” and “lowbrow” culture is
for the most part untenable, given that everyone, regardless of social class,
consumes popular or “lowbrow” culture, and that institutions of “highbrow
culture” are themselves actively erasing the former boundary between the
two realms.57
These concerns about the viability of the term “kitsch,” at least insofar
as it rests on the opposition between “high culture” and popular culture,
cannot be simply brushed off, since they touch on the inherent danger in
any application of the term in its abusive or pejorative sense, namely the
possibility that the critic has simply assumed that her particular taste is, or
should be, universal. When the term “kitsch” expresses disdain, issues of
power and cultural prestige are almost always in play. Especially when, in
the use of the term, the person applying it can easily find it applied in turn
to her, it would be foolhardy to take for granted some eternal standard
behind it.58
Even if correct, however, the contention that the “highbrow/lowbrow”
distinction is evaporating would do little to lessen one’s feeling that the
mock threat in the epigraph of this chapter—that, come the Rapture, “left
behind” atheists will steal the Hummel figurines—touches on real
divisions in American culture, divisions which have an important role to
play in determining the quality of education, medicine, and scientific
research in the United States. Likewise, the contention that “kitsch” is an
illegitimate elitist weapon does little to reassure someone who suspects
that all is not right when Thomas Kinkade can amass millions upon
millions of dollars selling cozy, patriotic, self-declaredly Christian
paintings which dovetail seamlessly with the complacent mythology of
American innocence and freedom so necessary to the militaristic foreign
policy of Republican and Democratic administrations alike.
Cultural critic Marita Sturken, a scholar in the field of culture and
communication, contends that a critique of kitsch need not depend upon an
assumption of the “highbrow/lowbrow” distinction in any case. Sturken
writes:
Debates about kitsch in the context of modernity have often focused on
distinctions between high and low culture and between art and mass
culture. […traditional] definitions of kitsch in the context of modern
culture inevitably raise […] issues of taste and elitism. The mass culture
critiques of kitsch were, in effect, criticisms of lower-class taste, defining it
as uncultured. Yet, in the contemporary context of mixing modern and
postmodern styles, ironic winking and the cross-class circulation of objects,
such critiques carry little meaning. Contemporary kitsch cultures defy
simple hierarchies of high and low. Kitsch forms of easy emotionalism can
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be found in the realms of high art and architecture as easily as cheap
trinkets, and irony, which is often kitsch’s antidote, can also be part of
camp’s deliberate engagements with kitsch. […] In the context of
postmodern culture, understanding kitsch means moving beyond simple
definitions of high and low precisely because of the way that kitsch objects
can move in and out of concepts of authenticity. […] The challenge to
understanding how kitsch operates today is to see the range of responses
that it produces, to consider how it can encourage both a prepackaged
sentimental response and a playful engagement, simultaneously and to
varying degrees, with history, innocence, and irony.59

Clearly, Sturken believes that the present dissolution of hard lines between
high and low culture eliminates neither the possibility of nor the need for a
critique of kitsch.60 Her remarks above also point forward to the last two
of the four main attitudes toward the term “kitsch” which I would like to
highlight.

“Kitsch” as an Ironic, Condescending Enjoyment
of Bad Taste as Bad
“Kitsch” can be applied as a backhanded compliment through an ironic,
mocking, or “hip” stance, which, though it sees “kitsch” items as being
excessive, overly sentimental, or in bad taste, enjoys them precisely for
these (or other) failures qua failures, given that an awareness of these
failures (sometimes manifested through owning and displaying these
objects) demonstrates one’s superior knowledge, taste, or judgment.61 This
attitude highlights the overt and covert pathways which connect the idea of
“kitsch” not merely to other ideas such as sincerity and authenticity, but
also camp, irony, and sarcasm. Here what should not be overlooked is the
fact that this ironic re-appropriation of “kitsch” items usually rests on
similar presuppositions to the attitude of disapprobation just discussed; but
it enjoys the act of disapprobation (though that enjoyment maybe highly
moderated or mediated) and incorporates it into a sarcastic simulation of
appreciation. Some kinds of camp appropriation, it should be noted,
involve a loving, melancholic embrace and rejuvenation of cultural
dejecta.62 So a wide range of attitudes and emotions can potentially be
woven into the self-referential field of irony; its very self-referentiality and
engagement with meta-commentary encourages just such a multiplication
of layers and levels. This understanding of the term “kitsch” stands behind
or at least in close proximity to much of the art world’s appropriation of
popular culture.63
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As we have seen, one variety of this multiplicity was the stated
intention behind Jenny Ryan’s Soft 9/11—regardless of whether one takes
the sculpture to have successfully fulfilled its stated intention or not. As
Ryan made clear, with her “Beanie Baby”-style Twin Towers, she targets
the “ghoulish capitalism” profiting from 9/11, but at the same time, she
enjoys the cuteness of her sculpture, a cuteness which she nonetheless
admits is “a not too far off expansion of [that] ghoulish capitalism.” She
expresses her approval of those who report ultimately finding Soft 9/11 sad.
Judging from her reaction to comments from the Boing Boing discussion
thread, there is in her view an interpretation which can capture exactly
what she is trying to get across, a reaction beginning with gentle laughter
(presumably at the commercialized, automated sadness epitomized by the
cutesy buildings) which then turns to real sadness as one takes the depicted
cuteness not as a parody, but a sincere expression of loss. 64 The stated
intention of Ryan’s Soft 9/11 provides a concrete example of a multilayered, self-referential recuperation of kitsch. The competing reactions to
her work, however, simultaneously demonstrate the possible confusion
which such an ironic product can generate.
The fact that in many cases something (in this case “ghoulish” 9/11
memorabilia) is rejected puts into question both the presumed freedom of
a postmodern era and the claim that cultural distinctions of high and low
have practically disappeared. The more hard-edged irony which offers
only condescending, mock appreciation of “kitsch” items clearly retains an
idea of superiority, but even the more accepting, “omnivorous” attitude of
the eclectic hipster can contain elements of distinction and rejection. The
fact that distinguished groups ravenously consume pop culture, too, does
not mean that all boundaries have been erased. Carl Wilson for example
writes that
in a hyper-mediated, mass-production culture, a lot of reference points are
shared across classes. Almost everyone now will wear jeans. Nearly everyone
has spent time listening to rock music. […] American sociologists Richard
Petersen and Roger Kern […] suggested that the upper-class taste model has
changed from a “snob” to an “omnivore” ideal, in which the coolest thing for a
well-off and well-educated person to do is to consume some high culture along
with heaps of popular culture, international and lowbrow entertainment: a
contemporary opera one evening, the roller derby and an Afrobeat show the
next. […] But nobody is a true omnivore. To have taste at all means to exclude.
[In Princeton sociologist Bethany Bryson’s study,] the most educated, highcultural-capital respondents (who were the most politically liberal and racially
tolerant) disliked the fewest forms of music. […] But they did have music they
disliked—the four types that had the least educated fans: rap, heavy metal,
country and gospel.65
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The implication of these and similar studies is that the new omnivore
demonstrates her superiority not by a “snobbish” rejection of pop culture
tout court, but rather through being able to consume a wider range of high
and low culture than less distinguished segments of society. All the same,
the omnivore rejects certain items of culture. And even in her
appropriation of less distinguished culture, the omnivore does not consume
in the same way as less omnivorous consumers: Wilson observes that
“[e]ven if I can set my prejudices and status anxieties aside […] and find
aspects of Céline [Dion]’s music to embrace, the research suggests that
I’m not going to appreciate her in the same terms her fans do.”66
For all its advantages, irony is not without its own limits and pitfalls.
Just as kitsch can be attacked as worthless or harmful by both liberal and
conservative commentators, irony has both its conservative and liberal
detractors. Conservatives triumphantly declared the “end of irony” in the
wake of 9/11, but within liberal/progressive intellectual circles (often
presumed to be postmodern in outlook) there can also be pushback against
a (presumably postmodern) free-for-all attitude. An example of this
pushback can be found in the periodical The Baffler, which often exhibited
a suspicion of marketing strategies meant to capitalize on this very freefor-all attitude or to coöpt the very irony employed to guard against
marketing strategies. 67 A less nuanced but perhaps just as effective
questioning of the ironic attitude can be found in an article from the
satirical newspaper, The Onion, entitled, “Ironic Porn Purchase Leads to
Unironic Ejaculation,” 68 which describes a young man purchasing a
pornographic movie, Terrors from the Clit, under a false pretense of ironic
disdain.69 These criticisms imply that irony can be unmasked as a means
of having one’s cake while eating it, too: allowing one to participate even
further than others in consumer culture while simultaneously congratulating
oneself for one’s exceptionally vigilant critical attitude toward that
consumer culture.
Finally, it has to be admitted that, due to the varying degree to which
irony, satire, and parody explicitly announce their ironic stance or satirical
intent, they can easily lead to misinterpretation and misunderstanding. A
recent study from the School of Journalism and Mass Communication at
the Ohio State University concluded that conservative viewers of Comedy
Central’s political satire, The Colbert Report, were more likely than liberal
viewers to misinterpret the show’s ironic slant. Stephen Colbert plays a
conservative reporter / commentator of the same name, spoofing the
conservative FOX News pundit Bill O’Reilly. The authors of the study
note that Colbert delivers his routine in a “deadpan” fashion that usually
conceals its ironic stance, a quality that increases the probability that the
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audience will (mis)interpret the ironic performer to be speaking sincerely.
In the case of the Colbert Report, conservative viewers were more likely
to misinterpret Colbert’s intentions in order to find support for their own
views, the views actually under comedic attack—though the authors’ way
of putting this result was that the misinterpretation “was more likely to
occur if the person’s political beliefs and/or affiliations are consistent with
the statements made at face value.”70
As we saw, many viewers of Madalone’s America We Stand as One
had the opposite problem: they were not sure that the (sincerely intended)
density of patriotico-sentimental symbols was meant to be sincere. This
misinterpretation of Madalone’s music video was enabled precisely by
their familiarity with the preponderance of satirical music videos online.
When the irony is carried not by a performer over time, but instead by a
stationary art object, the possibility for confusion often increases.
Anecdotes about a viewer’s inability to make out the basic (let alone the
ultimate) intent of art works are legion, and many artists intentionally push
ambiguity in their works. In one recent case of such confusion, a sculpture
intended to be a satirical attack on kitsch was examined for illegal
sincerity: a work by German artist Ottmar Hörl came under scrutiny from
the Nuremberg public prosecutor’s office when it was informed that the
statue was a golden, 16-inch tall garden gnome holding its arm erect in a
“Heil Hitler” salute. Swastikas and other icons of Nazi propaganda are
strictly policed in Germany, and accordingly his sculpture had to be
examined “to establish whether the artist and the gallery owner had
intended the gnome as an endorsement of the Third Reich or as a rejection
of Nazi ideology.” Though the authorities were duty bound to determine
whether the work fell within the limits proscribed by law, the artist (who is
also president of Nuremberg’s Academy of Fine Arts) was incredulous:
“In 1942 I would have been murdered by the Nazis for this work.”71 Hörl’s
incredulity almost reverses Madalone’s: whereas Madalone could not
understand those who doubted his sincerity, Hörl has a hard time believing
that anyone would take his saluting gnome to be a sincere endorsement of
Nazi ideology. This implies that the fine artist presupposes an eye for
satire just as much as Madalone presupposes a heart for sincerity.
A borderline case—one of many—in these ironic territories would be
the work of Norwegian artist Odd Nerdrum, who expressly claims to paint
“kitsch” instead of art. As with Ryan’s Soft 9/11, it can sometimes be
difficult to connect the artist’s stated intention with the work itself.
Though his manifestoes often invoke works which would sit comfortably
next to Thomas Kinkade paintings, Nerdrum’s paintings themselves are
frequently dark, cold, and scatological. The fact that he refers to his own
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work with the term “kitsch” at all, and claims the term “kitsch” as an
abject honorific, places him in relation to ironic uses of the word. But the
particular ambiguity surrounding his work also brings it some relation to
the last use of the term “kitsch” I would like to discuss.72

“Kitsch” as a Light-Hearted Enjoyment of Cute or Exotic
Cultural Snacks, in Defiance of their Reputed Low
Nutritional Value
In certain instances, “kitsch” is applied as a positive term, used to indicate
items which—though it is understood (however vaguely) that these items
are seen or could be seen by others as excessive, overly sentimental, or in
bad taste—are nonetheless accepted in a loving and charitable fashion as
being good. In effect, it is a sort of recuperation or rescuing of these items
from what is seen as an overly harsh attitude; even if it sometimes makes
light of the items, it does so in a forgiving, accepting way. (One’s
ancestors may have been banned from the kitschy Garden of Eden once
their eyes were opened to its kitschy nature, but the flaming sword held at
its entrance only keeps them from returning.) Though many examples can
be found elsewhere in newspaper articles and blog posts, this attitude can
most easily be found in restaurant reviews and travel writing. In other
words, it often appears in writing closely tied to promoting consumerism.
Examples abound. I will mention just a few here. A travel piece on the
village of Salento, in Columbia, remarks that “the colorful, two-tone plus
white facades give the square a cheery tone even on a dreary day—though
a touch of kitsch as well.”73 An article for The Kansas City Star, “Kitsch
Fan Charles Phoenix Finds Plenty to Love in KC,” describes how one
kitsch chronicler, as he passes through Kansas City, hunts down kitschy
locales—Americana such as John’s Space Age Donuts and the White
Haven Motor Lodge—under the rubric, “Kansas City: Cooler Than You
Think.”74 In “Kitsch Me If You Can,” fashion designer Anna Sui describes
her home décor as “the essence of Victoriana twisted with the kitsch of the
1960s.” 75 In a recent review of the Los Angeles restaurant, BoHo, the
reviewer writes, “you feel a bit like you’re walking into your grandfather’s
den […] BoHo is bursting with kitschy knickknacks, gaudy oil paintings
and mismatched lights and furniture.” Kristofer Keith, the restaurant’s
creator, says that “It’s almost like you’re dining in a junk store […] I call it
beautifully ugly.” The article closes, “The only downside so far is that
people are stealing the kitsch. ‘I had about 10 teddy bears, and now there
are only five,’ says Keith. ‘But I bought them for a buck a piece, so I’ll
just buy more.’”76 A student-run alternative magazine serving both Ithaca
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College and Cornell campuses is simply entitled Kitsch, the title meant to
express the eclectic outlook of the magazine (its mascot is a garden
gnome). One of its editors, Evan Mulvihill, explains that “In the art world,
‘kitsch’ is defined as riffraff, something that you have to look down upon
and push away[…] Calling the magazine Kitsch is almost a way of
reclaiming the word and saying ‘Hey, “kitsch” isn’t that bad.’”77 Finally,
we saw this sort of attitude in some of the reactions to America We Stand
as One, insofar as some who remarked on the kitschiness or cheesiness of
the video simultaneously remarked that it was irresistible and positive.78

Kitsch Resists Being Discussed Abstractly
Certainly one of the central lessons to be drawn from the contributions to
this volume is the following: it is difficult to speak effectively about kitsch
in the abstract, or with an a priori approach, since (as this collection shows
so well) the application of the term is so often bound up with particular
battles over cultural boundaries and intellectual turf. While it would be
foolish to declare a moratorium on attempts to analyze kitsch as a
phenomenon with its own outlines and contours, the essays collected in the
present volume (as well as the work of Halle, Pawłowski, Sturken, Wilson,
et al.) encourage all who approach the idea of kitsch to do so with extreme
caution—especially insofar as any attempt to treat “kitsch” in the abstract,
to give it a purely theoretical or philosophical treatment, tends to strip off
all of the specificity that enabled the term to be applied in the first place.
This body of work also suggests two antidotes, or at least two
inoculations, against precipitate philosophizing in the abstract. First,
particular studies of individual battles for cultural dominance—battles
which capitalize on the negative charge of the word “kitsch” and related
terms—reveal ways in which an overly abstract approach to “kitsch” can
obscure the very context which provides the use of the term “kitsch” with
its meaning and motivation. Second, empirical research into the use of,
and attitudes about, ostensibly “kitschy” items can work against preconceived notions and bring to the fore cultural assumptions on the part of
the theorist which might otherwise pass unexamined. I am aware from my
own attempts at grappling with the “kitsch” concept that it hides numerous
theoretical dead ends and traps.
In many cases, the most fruitful way to approach “kitsch” is the first: to
examine the very cultural battles from which the term arises to see why
and how the term is applied, and what cultural fault lines its application
reveals. In other words, investigating the very context out of which a
particular use of the word “kitsch” emerges will usually be more
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informative and more revealing than a concentrated focus on the term or
concept considered per se. This precaution is especially important at the
present time, when, as has been shown in some detail above, there is no
consensus on a single use for the term. The fruitfulness and effectiveness
of the contextual approach and the use of varied methodological tacks is
precisely what the present collection demonstrates.79
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